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The Grace Insider is something that I've thought
about publishing for a long time. The people of
Grace Community Church have asked for more or
improved communication (which is why I'm on
staff in the first place). The staff and pastors
wanted the same thing.
When you find out a detail too late, or when
you're surprised to hear that ________ (fill in the
blank) is happening, those are the moments of
disconnect between staff, leadership and church
body that make us all feel a bit weird.
Then I realized something last year: the longer
you sit in the main office on the North Liberty
Campus, the more you become 'in the know.'
Some of the things I've learned whilst in the office
I wish I could un-learn, like learning the culture

Photo is totally a selfie featuring Elizabeth Reed and her mommy in "sunnies."

from the editor
of peculiar pranks that the pastors play on one
another. But others are blessings to the soul, like
getting to know names, faces and stories of
volunteers who use their talents and time to bring
God glory and the staff sanity.
It's great to be a fly on the wall, to have the
inside scoop on these things. The Grace Insider is
meant to pass along those insights gleaned from
someone who constantly has their finger on the
communications pulse at Grace.
In the Grace Insider you'll see staff bios, missions
moments, recaps, sermon reflections, volunteer
spotlights and more all from the Grace Insider. I
hope you find it helpful and
enlightening!

CHELSY REED
EDITOR

03

2017

IN NUMBERS

321

1804

387

women were
blessed at women's
ministry events

cups of coffee
consumed

people were
equipped in a
Thrive class

45

120

51

foster kids
people were
were given school
helped in our
supplies through counseling ministry
Extending Grace*

1553

average attendance
across both
campuses

50
identified with
Jesus in baptism

people went on
short-term
missions trips

1542

app downloads

THANK YOU TO THE MANY VOLUNTEERS THAT MADE ALL THIS HAPPEN!
* what is Extending Grace? pg. 18

LET'S
DO
LUNCH
In a big church like Grace, you want to meet
someone who can tell you more about the church,
someone who is 'in the know' and can answer your
questions. At the Getting to Know Grace Lunch
you'll have an opportunity to meet a friendly Grace
face, ask questions, get connected and meet church
staff. So whether you're new in these parts or you
need to have a go-to Grace contact, you won't want
to miss the Getting to Know Grace Lunch.

JANUARY 7 AT 12:05 PM
register at graceb3.org/gtkg

Chelsy Reed
Director of Communications
I've been part of Grace since 2007. I was
baptized, memberized and married
all at the North Liberty campus, but we
recently dedicated baby Elizabeth at the
Downtown campus. I grew up a pastor's
kid. Enough said.
I'm often asked what a communications
person does at Grace. I often respond, "I
will tell you when I find out." But in all
seriousness, there are three prongs to my
job: publicity (the church word for
marketing), brand management (which
envelopes all non-event publicity,
representation and communication
channels) and curating communication
systems (which I'm pretty sure is code for
making things happen).
Outside of work stuff, what is there to
know? I married Tim Reed in the same
month that we both graduated from the
University of Iowa, May 2011. I studied
molecular biology while at the U, a degree
which is clearly being put to good use. In
July 2017 we turned our duet into a trio
with the addition of Elizabeth. She is a
smiley little delight.
I have a variety of strong likes including
studying God's word, the color green, an
affinity for collecting various writing
utensils, all Asian food (Thai, Chinese,
Indian, etc.), zoos, board games, oolong
tea and Pacific Rim coffees. Recently added
to this list are glow-in-the dark pacifiers.
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SERMON FORECAST

Ephesians in
January
by Pastor Brooks Simpson

Paul has established that our works
don’t save us. We have been saved
by grace alone, through faith alone,
in Christ alone, revealed by
Scripture alone, to the glory of God
alone.
Paul stresses our salvation is not a
result of works, but the next verse
goes on to tell us that our salvation
results in works.
Does your faith work? It should.
Does your faith lead to a desire to
see people come to know Jesus?
Does your faith spur you towards
generosity? Does your faith lead you
to love others, forgive others, or
serve others? It should.
Growing in our faith will mean that
we actually do the works God
prepared beforehand for us to do
(Ephesians 2:10).
Given Paul’s statement that we have
been saved for good works one
might assume Paul would
immediately start listing off what
those works are and how we should
get busy doing them.

Seems like a logical next step, but
Paul waits another chapter before
giving us any marching orders.
Having established our identities in
Christ through the Gospel
(Ephesians 1-2), Paul now prays that
what we have been taught would
actually take root in our hearts
(Ephesians 3:17).
If your faith doesn’t “work” the way
it should (Ephesians 2:10), it might
be because you have attempted to
move on from the Gospel. Many
think they are saved by grace
through faith and from there they
need to move on from the Gospel to
good works.
One of my favorite teachers, Tim
Keller, is fond of saying that the
Gospel is not the ABC’s of
Christianity, it is the A through Z of
Christianity. The Gospel isn’t just a
starting point for us to get into a
right relationship with God. The
Gospel is the source of power that
enables us to do the good works
God prepared for us to do.

"For by grace you
have been saved
through faith. And this
is not your own doing;
it is the gift of God, not
a result of works, so
that no one may boast.
For we are his
workmanship, created
in Christ Jesus for
good works, which
God prepared
beforehand, that we
should walk in them."
Ephesians 2:8-10
ESV
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The New Year of 2018 takes us into
Ephesians 3 and Paul’s prayer that
each one of us would see with spiritual
eyes the depth of love God has for
us. This isn’t a matter of intellectual
understanding, but spiritual
perception. If we are going to do the
work God calls us to do we must not
move on from the Gospel. Instead, we
must go deeper into it.

" For this reason I bow my knees before
the Father, from whom every family in
heaven and on earth is named, that
according to the riches of his glory he
may grant you to be strengthened with
power through his Spirit in your inner
being, so that Christ may dwell in your
hearts through faith—that you, being
rooted and grounded in love, may have
strength to comprehend with all the
saints what is the breadth and length
and height and depth, and to know the
love of Christ that surpasses
knowledge, that you may be filled with
all the fullness of God."

As we move into Paul’s prayer for us in
Ephesians 3 make his prayer your
prayer each day. Pray Ephesians 3:14-19
word for word for yourself, your family,
your community group, this church and
the Body of Christ. Ask God to do more
than you can imagine and then start
asking for the unimaginable. When we
see and believe God’s love for us then
our faith will truly work.

Ephesians 3:14-19
ESV
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WANNA
GO
CAMPING?
Hidden Acres Bible Camp
Dayton, IA

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
JUNIOR CAMPS
JUNIOR HIGH CAMPS
HIGH SCHOOL CAMPS
WONDERFULLY MADE FAMILY CAMP
register at hacamps.org

MISSIONS

ALEX
&
TRICIA

Alex and Tricia Ludvicek are the

MAF just two years after the

newest additions to our Field Staff.

organization began in 1946. Alex

They are wheels up on January 22,

will be working as a pilot/mechanic

2018, and headed out to Indonesia.

and Tricia will be homemaking and

Their sending organization is

getting involved on a local ministry

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF).

level. However, their first year will

MAF has been around for quite a

be spent in language school, then

while. You may have heard of Nate

they will be placed in a more

Saint, who worked with Jim and

permanent location somewhere in

Elisabeth Elliot (Tip of the Spear).

Indonesia.

They were working with
10| Grace Insider | January 2018

MISSIONS

Prayers
for 2018
for the
Ludviceks
• Language school - let the learning be
supernatural and the focus be on study
• That we'd be vulnerable and willing to try
new things and (gasp!), fail at them, too
• Continued health, especially for our
toddling toddler
• Spiritual warfare in all areas of life
• Jackson's spiritual development and
wisdom for parenting a third-culture kid
• Easy culture adjustment - that it would
feel like home quickly
• Healthy team dynamics when we get to
Papua (where language school is located)
• Safety in flight for Alex
• For Tricia - that I would find both
community and ministry that utilizes my
gifts
• Continued spiritual growth for our family
• Wisdom for MAF leadership as global
missions are constantly shifting and
changing

11 Grace Insider | January 2018

GRACEB3.ORG/GOHAITI

GO THEREFORE AND
MAKE DISCIPLES
OF ALL NATIONS
come be part of it

trip dates april 28-may 5 | taking applications through feb. 18

TIME

7

Getting to Know Grace
Lunch 12:05 PM in Room
307 graceb3.org/gtkg

The Times
Annual Nursery Training
Room 304-05 at 11 AM

Student Ministry hosts a
game night for 7-12
graders from 6-8 PM

of January

14

Thrive classes begin.
Browse and register at
graceb3.org/thrive

Baptism Class is on Jan. 14 & 21 • graceb3.org/baptism

Coming in February

Feb. 11-16

STUDENTS
A MINISTRY TO THE STUDENTS IN 7-12 GRADES

JAN- MAR
CALENDAR

ON THE
GRACEB3 APP

IGNITE YOUTH
CONFERENCE

Take a look ahead. Coming up
Hidden Acres visit, Ignite Youth
Conference and more...

Find out what's going on and
subscribe to get the GSM news
delivered direct to your inbox.

In Des Moines on March 9-10, this is
a youth leadership conference
designed for teen leaders...

TIME

Coming in February
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Introducing
Tony Luneckas

TALENT

"I AM AN EDUCATOR AND SERVANT TO
HIS PEOPLE ON WHAT THE BIBLE TEACHES
US ABOUT PERSONAL FINANCES."

So you may have guessed that the Luneckas'
spend a bit of time attending various choir,

We're featuring Tony in the 'talent' section
for a reason, folks. He's a pretty talented gent

sporting and extra curricular events.
When Tony isn't in the cheering section for

and I know that it will embarrass him to see it

his daughters, he spends his time watching

in print. Tony has worked for 19 years as

Iowa football and basketball and fixing up

an insurance and investment advisor. However,

cars (with all of those girls driving, something

in the last four years, God has shown Tony that

is always breaking down). Tony also does a lot

he really is an educator and servant to God’s

of serving with Grace. He’s the co-chair of the

people on how to manage personal finances

Financial Review Committee and serves in

biblically. Same job; very different attitude

oversight of scholarships, benevolence and

and approach.

stewardship, too. He also teaches our Thrive

Tony and his family have been attending

class, Biblical Finances which starts again

Grace for fifteen years. Tony and his wife,

January 14. He also happens to enjoy pairing

Heidi, (pictured above) have five daughters, oh

deep conversation and beer around a

yes five, and they range from ages 14 to 22

campfire; just a little open ended invite for

years old.

those who dig that sort of thing.

TREASURE

Thank
You!
You keep the lights on!

To all of the folks who gave to
Grace this year, we thank you! Your gifts
do many things at Grace. Some of them
seem more humble than others unless
you really stop and think about it. For
instance, keeping the lights on doesn't
seem super missional or flashy, until you
imagine a nursery worker trying to
change a diaper in the dark. Seems a
little more important with a bit of
perspective, doesn't it?

Or how about this summer when the Arc
of Southeast Iowa brought their special
needs summer camps to Grace's East
Wing? Those lessons would have been
particularly un-doable in the dark.

And what about Sunday morning slides,
stage lights and bathroom lights? Those
are pretty helpful, too. No gift is small in
God's hands and we thank you for each
one that you've offered to Him in 2017!

WHAT IS EXTENDING GRACE
BY NATASHA MILLER

Extending Grace Extending Grace is a pantry of
clothing and supplies designed to assist foster
and Safe Families who are receiving a new
placement. The goal of Extending Grace is to
supplement the physical needs the children
have upon arrival in order to make the
transition process as smooth as possible. These
gifts are made possible through your
donations, both clothing and financial.
Extending Grace is open to all foster families in
the community regardless of church affiliation.

God has recently opened a new door for us
and we are able to partner with Four Oaks,
the foster placing agency in the Corridor
area. Now we are able to get clothes in the
hands of each placement within 5 days of
their arrival in the foster home.
Want to donate to Extending Grace? Contact
us at extendinggrace@graceb3.org or find
out more on our website at
graceb3.org/extendinggrace.
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Next Month
Meet Pastor Dan
Who is Dan Bovenmyer? What makes
him tick? Is he really a martial arts
master? Find out in February!

Name Those Field Staff
Meet some of our longest standing
Field Staff and learn what they've
been up to.

Meet Charlie Damschen
The Financial Review Committee (FRC)
has been working super hard to finalize
the details of the 2018-19 budget.
Charlie just happens to be one of the
members of the FRC.

